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ABSTRACT

We propose a general framework to compute the word error rate
(WER) of ASR systems that process recordings containing multi-
ple speakers at their input and that produce multiple output word se-
quences (MIMO). Such ASR systems are typically required, e.g., for
meeting transcription. We provide an efficient implementation based
on a dynamic programming search in a multi-dimensional Leven-
shtein distance tensor under the constraint that a reference utterance
must be matched consistently with one hypothesis output. This also
results in an efficient implementation of the ORC WER which pre-
viously suffered from exponential complexity. We give an overview
of commonly used WER definitions for multi-speaker scenarios and
show that they are specializations of the above MIMO WER tuned
to particular application scenarios. We conclude with a discussion of
the pros and cons of the various WER definitions and a recommen-
dation when to use which.

Index Terms— word error rate, meeting recognition, Leven-
shtein distance

1. INTRODUCTION

While Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems may be com-
plex, at least their generally accepted performance measure, the
Word Error Rate (WER), is seemingly simple. It is given by the
Levenshtein distance between the recognized word sequence and
the ground truth transcription divided by the number of words in the
ground truth transcription. The Levenshtein distance is defined as
the minimal number of substitution, insertion and deletion opera-
tions required to turn one word string into another. The distance can
be efficiently computed by use of dynamic programming, and tools,
such as NIST’s sclite [1], are widely used in the community.

Conventional ASR systems process recordings of a single
speaker at the input and output a single transcription, hence we
call them SISO. However, today’s ASR systems have emerged from
SISO systems to systems that process recordings of multiple speak-
ers at their input (potentially overlapping), and produce multiple
output word sequences, e.g., for meeting transcription. We call these
systems MIMO.

The final goal for a MIMO transcription system is answering
the question who spoke what and when, i.e., providing both tem-
poral information and speaker labels together with the transcribed
words [2, 3]. The input to a MIMO system can contain speech over-
laps, which poses a challenge not only for ASR but also for WER
computation, where the conventional WER definitions are not appli-
cable. Many works on ASR, however, focus only on sub-problems
and provide varying degrees of detail, e.g., neglecting speaker iden-
tification [4–7], temporal information [6, 8] or even utterance or-
der [6]. Evaluating such systems poses an additional challenge as
there is no clearcut definition of WER that serves all purposes.

Consequently, a number of WER definitions have emerged
that are tailored to specific use cases, such as utterance-wise WER
(uWER) [5], Speaker Attributed WER (SA-WER) [9], Concatenated
Minimum Permutation WER (cpWER) [10], and Optimal Reference
Combination WER (ORC WER) [7]. Which of these WER defi-
nitions are applicable heavily depends on the tackled problem and
applied network architecture; not all definitions are applicable in all
cases. We here propose a generalized model for computing a WER
in MIMO situations that poses minimal requirements w.r.t. ancillary
information: It does neither require speaker labels nor timing infor-
mation. It can consequently be used as a scoring tool for arbitrary
ASR engines providing arbitrarily detailed information. It treats an
utterance as an atomic unit that always has to appear continuously in
an ASR system’s output and ensures that the order of utterances ut-
tered by each speaker is maintained. We show that our MIMO WER
definition is a generalization of many existing WER definitions.

Equally important to a sound definition of WER for MIMO is an
efficient algorithm for computing it. Finding the matching between
multiple input and output sequences is a combinatorial problem that
can become intractable with a naive implementation. In [7, 11], for
example, it was stated that the ORC WER could not be computed for
a recording containing many utterances. An efficient algorithm for
the evaluation of multi-output models was presented in [12], and re-
leased under the name asclite. It casts the alignment of a system
output to multiple reference transcriptions as a multi-dimensional
Levenshtein distance calculation that can be computed by dynamic
programming. Their interpretation of the multi-dimensional Lev-
enshtein distance, however, allows words to be transcribed on an
arbitrary output channel, i.e. it is not counted as an error when an ut-
terance is split over multiple channels (which the MIMO WER and
many other WER definitions penalize). This type of error, however,
can render a transcription practically unusable. Their tool addition-
ally requires detailed temporal information about word begin and
end times, which is not readily available for all of today’s ASR ap-
proaches, e.g., End-to-End systems [8, 11].

We provide an efficient implementation of the MIMO WER that
is also based on the multi-dimensional Levenshtein distance, but in-
cludes the constraint that an utterance must be matched consistently
and uninterruptedly with one hypothesis channel. It leads to an ef-
ficient implementation of the ORC WER with a complexity that is
polynomial in the number of utterances instead of exponential, as it
was the case in [7].

The contributions of this paper are as follows: (a) We propose a
generalized WER for MIMO ASR systems and present an efficient
implementation that also leads to efficient implementations of other
WER definitions, (b) we discuss its relationship to and pitfalls of
existing WER definitions, and (c) we release a software package for
MIMO WER computations named MeetEval1.

1https://github.com/fgnt/meeteval

https://github.com/fgnt/meeteval


2. MIMO WER

Recently, transcription systems have emerged that handle complex
recordings containing speech of multiple speakers or speech over-
laps. Such systems process multi-party speech and produce a hy-
pothesis that can contain multiple channels, thus we here call them
MIMO ASR2. For such systems, an alignment between multiple ref-
erences (e.g., one per speaker) and multiple hypothesis channels (not
necessarily one per speaker) has to be found before a WER can be
computed.

A common way to compute a WER in such a case is utterance-
wise evaluation, i.e., utterance-wise WER (uWER) [4, 5, 13]. A
recording is here not evaluated in its entirety, but utterances are ex-
tracted from the input signal using ground truth utterance begin and
end times before the ASR system is applied. For each utterance, the
SISO WER is computed and the output channel is selected that min-
imizes the error. Among others, this has the drawback that any text
produced by the ASR system outside the ground truth utterances is
ignored, so the performance is constantly over-estimated.

For a more realistic assessment an evaluation is needed of the
full hypothesis, also called continuous evaluation [5]. While an ideal
MIMO ASR system provides information about speaker identities
and timing in addition to the transcription, i.e., answering the ques-
tion “who said what and when?” [2, 3], many systems focus only on
sub-problems and neglect speaker identification [4–7] or temporal
alignments [6, 8]. Many of the already proposed WER definitions
for continuous evaluation (see Section 3 for discussion) are not ap-
plicable in all scenarios.

2.1. A generalized WER definition for multi-speaker ASR

We propose two natural assumptions for a WER model that satisfies
all use cases stated before: (i) The order of utterances produced by
the same speaker cannot be changed by the ASR system; and (ii) a
continuous portion of speech uttered by a single speaker without sig-
nificant pauses should always appear continuously on one hypothesis
channel. We call such a continuous portion of speech an utterance
and a violation of assumption (ii) a channel switch. Note that these
two assumptions do not state any temporal ordering between utter-
ances of different speakers. We do not assume that a system esti-
mates diarization or speaker information because we argue that the
WER should be applicable even if such information is not available.

Given I reference sequences of utterances Ri and J hypothe-
sis channels Hj as sequences of words, we find the assignment of
reference utterances to hypothesis channels that minimizes the SISO
WER over all outputs, respecting the aforementioned assumptions
(i) and (ii). We call this error rate the MIMO WER. It does only
count transcription errors and no speaker attribution errors (in case
speaker information is available).

Finding the MIMO assignment is computationally demanding
as the number of valid assignments is exponential in I , J and the
number of utterances in the references. The next section discusses
how to find such an assignment for the MIMO WER by an extension
of the Levenshtein distance.

2.2. Efficient computation of the MIMO WER

The Levenshtein distance [14] between two word sequences R and
H can be efficiently computed with the Wagner-Fischer algorithm
[15], which is a dynamic programming algorithm. With the indices

2MIMO here does not refer to multiple microphone inputs. This discus-
sion holds for both single- and multi-microphone systems.

r and h, representing indices into the word sequences R and H, re-
spectively, a two-dimensional distance matrix L is filled as follows:
starting the recursion with Lp0, hq “ h and Lpr, 0q “ r the entries
of the matrix are recursively computed as

Lpr, hq “ min

$

’

&

’

%

Lpr ´ 1, h ´ 1q ` Ccorr/sub

closeLpr, h ´ 1q ` Cins

Lpr ´ 1, hq ` Cdel,

(1)

where Ccorr/sub, Cins and Cdel are the costs of a correct match or sub-
stitution, an insertion, and a deletion operation, respectively. After L
has been filled, the Levenshtein distance between the two word se-
quences is given by Lp|R|, |H|q, where | ¨ | denotes the length of the
sequence. The costs for substitution or deletion are Ccorr/sub “ Ccorr

if Rprq “ Hphq and Ccorr/sub “ Csub otherwise. While for a cor-
rect recognition Rprq “ Hphq the transition cost is zero (Ccorr “

0), substitutions, insertions and deletions incur costs of typically
pCsub, Cins, Cdelq “ p1, 1, 1q, while other values have also been used
[12, 16]. The optimal alignment between reference and hypothe-
sis can be found by a backtracking pass through L, starting from
p|R|, |H|q and moving along the path given by the transitions that
achieved the minimum in Eq. (1), until ending in Lp0, 0q.

While a brute force computation of all possible alignments be-
tween R and H would have a complexity that is exponential in
the number of words, this dynamic programming algorithm has a
complexity that grows only linearly with the length of the word se-
quences. Its complexity is given by Op3|R||H|q where the factor
of 3 is the number of computations required to obtain one matrix
element, see Eq. (1).

2.2.1. Multi-dimensional Levenshtein distance
Moving from the above single reference and single hypothesis
case to I references and J hypothesis channels R1, ...,RI and
H1, ...,HJ , the computational complexity can again be dramatically
reduced from a brute-force search by extending the two-dimensional
Levenshtein distance matrix to a multi-dimensional tensor. The
indices into L are extended to multi-indices r “ pr1, . . . , rIq and
h “ ph1, . . . , hJq, where ri indexes Ri and hj indexes Hj . If we
first neglect assumption (ii) of the MIMO WER, the distance tensor
is recursively filled by:

Lpr,hq “ min
iPt1,...,Iu

jPt1,...,Ju

$

’

&

’

%

Lpr ´ e
pIq

i ,h ´ e
pJq

j q ` Ccorr/sub

Lpr ´ e
pIq

i ,hq ` Cdel

Lpr,h ´ e
pJq

j q ` Cins,

(2)

where e
pIq

i is an I-dimensional multi-index containing all zeros, ex-
cept for a one in the i-th position. Similarly, epJq

j is J-dimensional
with a one on the j-th component.

Eq. (2) is equivalent to the derivations in [12] for simple word
strings and simplifies to Eq. (1) for I “ J “ 1. Filling L with
Eq. (2) requires OppIJ `I `Jqp

śI
i |Ri|qp

śJ
h |Hh|qq steps, which

is exponential in the number of references I and hypothesis chan-
nels J . Here, the number of computations to obtain one element of
L is given by IJ , the number of substitutions, plus I deletions plus
J insertions. This formulation implies the first MIMO assumption
that the order of utterances produced by the same speaker must not
change, but it does not include the second assumption that an utter-
ance should be consistent on an output.

2.2.2. Proposed: MIMO Levenshtein distance
In order to include utterance splits in the error count, i.e., assumption
(ii), we introduce a channel change token <ct> that is inserted be-
tween utterances in all reference word sequences R. Updates across
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(a) cpWER counts diarization errors while
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(c) ORC WER can over-estimate the WER when
annotations are faulty.

Fig. 1: Toy examples to demonstrate differences of WER definitions. Each box a represents a word and a light gray box represents an
utterance. Errors counted by the different WER definitions are given in the tables.

Table 1: Comparison of continuous evaluation WERs.

speaker-attributed speaker-agnostic

cpWER asclite ORC MIMO

Penalizes
Speaker Confusion ✓ – – –
Channel Switches ✓ – ✓ ✓

Temporal Errors – ✓ (✓)3 –

Examples (applicable to)
CSS + Diar. [3] ✓ (✓)4 (✓)4 (✓)4

Diar. + Sep. + ASR [10] ✓ (✓)4 (✓)4 (✓)4

CSS + ASR (J ă I) [5] – ✓ ✓ ✓
SOT (J “ 1)

FIFO [6, 8] – – ✓ ✓
+ speaker ID [2] ✓ – ✓ ✓

non-FIFO [6] – – – ✓
MT-RNN-T [20]

SURT [11] (J ă I) – (✓)5 ✓ ✓

references and hypotheses are only allowed at these change tokens.
We represent the currently active mapping of reference to hypothesis
channel by a pair pi, jq where reference Ri is matched to hypothesis
channel Hj . The constrained update equation to compute the MIMO
WER is given by (neglecting the superscript of the multi-index):

Li,jpr,hq “
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min
ĩPt1,...,Iu

j̃Pt1,...,Ju

Lĩ,j̃pr ´ eĩ,hq; if Ripriq “ <ct>

min

$
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%

Li,jpr ´ ei,h ´ ejq ` Ccorr/sub

Li,jpr ´ ei,hq ` Cdel

Li,jpr,h ´ ejq ` Cins.

(3)

The lower min operation is equal to the two-dimensional string
matching in Eq. (1) along the slice of L determined by i and j which
allows leveraging efficient algorithms for Levenshtein distance com-
putation, such as [17,18], also in the multi-dimensional case. Eq. (3)
collapses to Eq. (2) if every second word in every reference Ri is
<ct>. Using Eq. (3) causes L to be relatively sparse in r which
slightly reduces the complexity compared to Eq. (2). When choos-
ing r as a scalar (I “ 1), this formulation allows for an efficient
computation of the ORC WER (see Section 3.2.2).

Computing the MIMO or ORC WER is NP-hard for arbitrary
I and J . This can be proven by showing that the string MERGE
problem, which is NP-complete [19], can be solved by checking if
the MIMO WER for specifically arranged inputs is zero. The MIMO
assignment must be at least as hard as MERGE, thus, NP-hard.

3ORC WER only penalizes temporal errors when the order of utterances
is changed by them.

4Applicable in theory, but temporal or memory complexity may explode
for large numbers of output channels.

5This architecture may or may not provide temporal information.

3. DISCUSSION

Table 1 gives a short overview of the presented WER definition and
shows example use-cases where each one is applicable. Fig. 1 dis-
plays small scoring examples to highlight their differences.

3.1. Speaker attributed WERs

It is common to compute a Speaker Attributed WER (SA-WER) [9,
10] when an ASR system provides speaker labels, e.g., for Speaker
Attributed ASR (SA-ASR) [2]. SA-WER judges both, transcription
and speaker attribution errors. The SA-WER definition from [9]
can be computed when the estimated speaker labels represent the
true speaker identity, i.e., the mapping between estimated speaker
labels and reference labels is known. In recent publications, the cp-
WER [10] is preferred over the SA-WER. It is the overall SISO WER
across all channels for the permutation of reference speakers |Ri| to
hypothesis speakers |Hj | with the minimal error.

The cpWER is a special case of the MIMO model with the con-
straint that the mapping between reference speakers |Ri| and hy-
potheses |Hj | is bijective, i.e., a permutation in Ri and J “ I .
Under-estimation (i.e., when J ă I) is handled by adding empty
dummy channels until J “ I , and over-estimation is handled im-
plicitly by having hypothesis channels that are not matched with any
reference. The cpWER is an upper bound on the MIMO WER since
it reduces the number of assignments. It can be computed in poly-
nomial time with the Hungarian algorithm [21–23]. An example for
the cpWER judging speaker attribution errors is shown in Fig. 1a.

3.2. Speaker agnostic WERs

If speaker information is not available, e.g., for Continuous Speech
Separation (CSS) systems [5], a speaker-agnostic WER has to
be computed. A speaker-agnostic WER can also be useful when
speaker information is available as the difference between a speaker-
attributed and a speaker-agnostic WER indicates how many errors
can be attributed to mistakes regarding diarization.

3.2.1. asclite
A widely used tool for computing a speaker-agnostic WER is
the asclite tool [12], as used, e.g., in [5, 6]. It uses a multi-
dimensional Levenshtein distance algorithm (see Eq. (2)) to match
multiple references to multiple hypothesis channels. It reduces the
search space significantly by use of timestamps for words in the
references and hypothesis . It has, as such, the tightest bounds on
estimated timestamps among the discussed WER definitions and is
the only WER that penalizes time annotation errors. This adds the
constraint that asclite can only be used when the ASR system
produces such timing information, which is not available for all
methods [8]. It can, nevertheless, have an exploding complexity in
certain cases even when temporal alignment information is avail-
able [24]. The idea of asclite is similar to our MIMO WER when
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Fig. 2: Runtime comparison of different WERs for a CSS scenario
with I “ 4 speakers and J “ 2 output channels.

assumption (ii) is dropped, i.e., utterance splits are not counted as
an error. It thus produces overoptimistic error rates. An extreme
example of this is visualized in Fig. 1b, where words of an utter-
ance are spread over multiple channels which renders the hypothesis
practically unusable, while asclite computes a WER of zero. All
other presented WER definitions respect MIMO assumption (ii).

3.2.2. ORC WER
The ORC WER has been proposed [7] as a speaker-agnostic WER
that does not judge temporal alignment but respects MIMO assump-
tion (ii). It is a special case of our MIMO model that merges all I ref-
erences into one reference R(ORC), sorted by utterance begin times,
and then computes the MIMO WER using only R(ORC). This is equal
the constraint that the global order of utterances must not change. It
can thus not be used when the system is allowed to change the or-
dering of the utterances, as, e.g., a non-FIFO SOT [6] does. Such a
re-ordering can also happen implicitly, e.g., when the given times-
tamps are faulty or ambiguous. Fig. 1c shows an example of such
a corner case where two utterances are wrongly labeled as a sin-
gle utterance and the ORC WER counts all words as substitutions
while the ASR system transcribed everything correctly. Such a con-
stellation is, however, often only a corner-case that does not appear
frequently in common evaluation scenarios.

The ORC WER is a lower bound on the cpWER since it does not
consider speaker errors, and becomes equal to cpWER if no speaker
errors are present. It is at the same time an upper bound on the
MIMO WER and becomes equal to the MIMO WER when the ut-
terance ordering is unambiguous and the number of errors is small.

The naive implementation in [7] is computationally expensive
with a complexity that is exponential in the number of utterances,
which caused the authors of [7] to drop examples exceeding 23 ut-
terances for the WER evaluation. The complexity can be reduced
to being polynomial in the number of utterances by using Eq. (3)
with I “ 1. It thus allows computing the ORC WER for longer
recordings (see Section 4).

4. BENCHMARK

Fig. 2 show the runtime of the different WERs algorithms over the
number of utterances to be scored. The benchmark was run on a
single core of an AMD Milan 7763 CPU with 2.45GHz in the Noc-
tua2 compute cluster of the Paderborn Center for Parallel Computing
(PC2). We simulated a common CSS scenario with four reference
speakers and two system output streams [5]. The cpWER is excluded
from the plot because it perform no complex alignment and thus has
a much lower complexity compared to the other WERs. The mea-
surements for asclite contain a slight offset due to file parsing
overhead since no Python interface is available. Note that asclite
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Fig. 3: Runtime comparison for different numbers of speakers I and
output channels J . The number of utterances is 25 in both plots.

appears very efficient in this benchmark because it uses temporal an-
notations to narrow down the search space. We here evaluate the
MIMO WER in its most general case, i.e., without using temporal
information. The MIMO WER can be tuned to use the same infor-
mation as asclite with a similar complexity and thus runtime.

From Fig. 2 we can see that the MIMO and ORC WERs indeed
have a complexity that is polynomial in the number of utterances
(concavity of the curve in log scale). The complexity of MIMO
WER is greater than that of ORC WER because ORC WER removes
the depenency on the number of speakers I . The brute-force imple-
mentation of the ORC WER explodes for about 20 utterances, as
already reported by [7]. asclite shows a behavior that is close to
linear in this scenario.

Fig. 3 shows the dependency on the number of speakers and
the number of channels, respectively. The complexity of the MIMO
WER and asclite is exponential in the number of speakers I
while the ORC WER has a constant complexity w.r.t. the number of
speakers since the references are merged. Being independent of the
number of speakers I is important for evaluating CSS systems where
the number of speakers I can be arbitrarily large but the number of
output channels J is small. The complexity of asclite explodes
in more complex scenarios, such as generated by the mms_msg
tool [25]. Here, the only known applicable tool remains our pro-
posed efficient ORC WER implementation.

We can conclude that, while the ORC WER has a few corner
cases, it is usually well suited for evaluation with a reasonable ex-
ecution time. Systems that are incompatible to ORC WER (e.g.,
non-FIFO SOT) can utilize the MIMO framework and open-source
implementation for an efficient WER computation.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed MIMO WER, a generalized WER definition to assess
modern ASR systems that transcribe multiple speakers’ utterances to
multiple output channels. We embedded it in a comprehensive dis-
cussion of existing WERs showing that the MIMO WER can cater
a wide range of applications, and that other WER definitions are
specialization for particular use cases. An efficient implementation
based on a multi-dimensional Levenshtein distance definition is de-
rived for MIMO and ORC, and a channel change token is introduced
to penalize the split of utterances over different ASR output chan-
nels. The software is provided as an open source tool MeetEval1.
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